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ABSTRACT
Featured modal contract automata (FMCA) have been proposed as
a suitable formalism for modelling contract-based dynamic service
product lines. A contract is a behavioural description consisting of
offers and necessary and permitted service requests with different
levels of criticality, to be matched with corresponding offers of other
FMCA. Each contract is equipped with a feature constraint, whose
features are offers or requests, and characterises a valid product
orchestration. A safe orchestration of a product fulfils all necessary
and the maximum number of permitted requests, such that all
enabled features are available and none of its disabled features
is. The entire product line orchestration can be computed from a
subset of valid product orchestrations, by exploiting their (partial)
ordering. The open-source prototypical toolkit FMCAT supports
the specification and orchestration of FMCA, and it interfaces with
FeatureIDE for importing feature models and their valid products.
In this experience report, we show how to model a Hotel service
product line with FMCA and how to analyse it with FMCAT.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Service computing is a distributed computing paradigm concerned
with the creation, publication, discovery and orchestration of services, which are autonomous, platform-independent and reusable
pieces of software [20, 32]. In last year’s Service Computing Manifesto [14], service design is listed as one of the four emerging
research challenges in service computing for the next 10 years,
together with a call for formal models.
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Web applications typically reuse services in different configurations over time to adapt to changing environments or resources.
Therefore the idea to organise them into dynamic service product
lines was explored roughly a decade ago in the SOAPL (ServiceOriented Architectures and Product Lines) workshop series at three
consecutive SPLC conferences (cf. [21, 27, 30]) and at a workshop
on Web systems [10]. Recently, interest has been revived. At last
year’s VaMoS workshop, the Web application JHipster, with a microservice architecture, was lifted to a product line, while at last year’s
FormaliSE (Formal Methods in Software Engineering) workshop
at ICSE an e-Government public licensing payment service was
modelled and orchestrated as a service product line [17, 22].
Service contracts [2] offer a specification framework to formalise
the behaviour of services in terms of obligations (i.e. service offers)
and requirements (i.e. service requests) to be matched. Contracts
that are fulfilled characterise an agreement among services as an
orchestration (i.e. a composition) based on the satisfaction of all
requirements through matching obligations. Orchestrations can
dynamically adapt to the discovery of new services, to service updates and to services that have become unavailable. In [3], contract
automata were introduced as a formal model for service contracts.
A contract automaton represents a single service (called a principal)
or an (orchestrated) composition of services. A principal’s goal is to
reach an accepting (final) state by matching its requests with offers
of other principals. Their interactions are implicitly controlled by
an orchestrator synthesised out of the principals, which directs
them such that only finite executions in agreement can occur. Thus,
service contracts allow to model the behaviour of an ensemble of
services and the (verifiable) notion of agreement characterises safe
executions of services (i.e. all requests are matched by offers).
At last year’s VaMoS workshop, contract automata were equipped
with modalities to distinguish necessary from permitted requests;
these mimic uncontrollable and controllable actions, respectively,
known from supervisory control theory (SCT) [15, 31]. In SCT, a
(supervisory) controller is synthesised from models of (components
of) a system and a set of requirements such that the ensemble of
component models controlled by the supervisor behaves correctly,
i.e. it satisfies a number of desirable properties, like the possibility
to reach stable local states. In the resulting (modal) contract automata [5], only requests and matches can be classified as necessary,
whereas offers are by definition permitted, based on the assumption
that a service contract may always withdraw offers not needed to
reach agreement. A synthesis algorithm was defined to orchestrate
services in agreement, guaranteeing to fulfil all necessary requests
and negotiating the maximum number of permitted requests that
can be fulfilled without ruining the orchestration. The orchestration
is indeed the maximally permissive controller from SCT.
Subsequently, at last year’s SPLC conference, featured modal
contract automata (FMCA) and its associated toolkit FMCAT were
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introduced for modelling and analysing contract-based dynamic
service product lines [4, 6]. FMCA extend modal contract automata
in two dimensions: with the possibility to define feature constraints
on service actions (requests and offers) and to distinguish between
urgent, greedy and lazy necessary service requests, reflecting a
decreasing level of criticality. Features are identified as service
actions and each FMCA represents a behavioural product line of
services equipped with feature constraints. A feature constraint
can be any of the constraints used in feature models, defined as a
corresponding propositional formula (cf. [7, 26]). As usual, a product
is identified as a truth assignment satisfying the feature constraints.
Composition and orchestration synthesis from modal contract
automata were carefully revisited to handle these two additional
variability dimensions. This resulted in an algorithm for synthesising an orchestration of services in agreement, either for one product
or for the entire service product line, such that it is a maximally permissive controller satisfying all feature constraints, all variants of
necessary requests and the maximal number of permitted requests.
Furthermore, based on a (partial) order of products of a product line,
the orchestration of the entire service product line can be computed
from only a subset of products. Since the number of valid products
of a product line is in general exponential in the number of features,
the subset of products used for such computations is typically much
smaller than the set of all products.
The theory of FMCA was implemented in the open-source prototypical toolkit FMCAT 1 and applied to a toy example (with a mere
3 products) in [6]. In this experience report, a Hotel service product
line is modelled and analysed with FMCAT, which for this occasion
has been extended with an interface that allows to import feature
models and their valid products from FeatureIDE [28]. It is also
showed how the approach scales to handle many valid products.
Outline. In Section 2, we describe our modelling and analysis
experience with FMCA and FMCAT, by applying the theory and
its tool to a Hotel service product line. We first discuss its feature
model, valid products, partial order generation, behaviour and orchestrations, followed by a few lessons learned from this experience.
Section 3 concludes the paper, including a brief overview of related
work and several directions for future work.

2

EXAMPLE: HOTEL SERVICE PRODUCT LINE

To illustrate the modelling and analysis capabilities of FMCA and
FMCAT, consider a simple franchise of hotel reservation systems
conceived as a Hotel service product line. Systems consist of three
service contracts: a Hotel and two types of clients, called BusinessClient and EconomyClient. Each contract is described by an FMCA,
i.e. a behavioural description equipped with a corresponding feature
model (interpreted as a propositional logic formula) characterising
a family of possible service contracts. FMCAT can analyse the interactions after computing a composition of FMCA. Its feature model
is the conjunction of those of its operands (Fig. 5, Appendix).

2.1

The Feature Model

We describe the feature models. Next to a HotelRoom reservation
service, implemented by optional sharedRoom or singleRoom, the
hotel reservation system offers Payment and Notification services;
1 Available

at https://github.com/davidebasile/FMCAT
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the former is implemented by two alternative features for card and
cash payments, the latter by optional features invoice and receipt,
representing informal and formal proof of payment, respectively.
A BusinessClient is expected to request a (business) room, with
customisable options: a BusinessBathroom, optionally with privateBathroom, a BusinessRoom, optionally a singleRoom, or a BusinessCancellation, optionally with freeCancellation. Also an EconomyClient is expected to request an (economic) room, with customisable
options: an EconomyBathroom, optionally with sharedBathroom,
an EconomyRoom, optionally a sharedRoom or a singleRoom, or
an EconomyCancellation, optionally with noFreeCancellation.
Furthermore, cross-tree constraints impose any hotel reservation
system to offer notifications via invoice only for cash payments.
Likewise, if a sharedRoom is booked, then so is a sharedBathroom.
These two constraints are specified in the Hotel feature model and
the EconomyClient feature model, respectively.
Finally, the FMCA formalism allows different feature models (i.e.
their logical interpretation) to predicate over the same features, to
be treated as the same atom in the corresponding formula. Since
this is not directly expressible in FeatureIDE, when generating a
composite feature model a renaming is performed such that all
feature names are unique and a set of equivalence constraints is
used to bind all renamed features to the original ones. Indeed, this
is the case for the sharedRoom and singleRoom features contained
in the feature models of both the hotel service and its clients.
Let FM denote the composite feature model (Fig. 5, Appendix)
and F its concrete features. The formula φ corresponding to FM is:
W
φ = (card ⊕ cash) ∧ f ∈ F , f <{card,cash} f ∧ (cash → invoice) ∧
(sharedRoom → sharedBathroom), where ⊕ is exclusive or.

2.2

The Valid Products

FeatureIDE generates 288 valid products of FM, each representing
a possible instantiation of the available offers and requests of the
contracts. Our goal is to analyse these products to single out those
admitting behaviour in agreement (i.e. all requests satisfied by corresponding offers). An orchestration admits all and only behaviour
in agreement. As said before, features are in 1:1 correspondence
with service actions. The set of features implemented in a product
p (atoms interpreted true in φ) are interpreted as actions that are
mandatory (required to occur) in the behavioural description, while
features not implemented in p (atoms interpreted false in φ) are interpreted as actions forbidden in the behavioural description. Thus,
if the behaviour of an FMCA A exposes all features mandatory in
p and none of those forbidden by p, then A is said to respect p.
Traditionally, in a valid product all variability is resolved, i.e. φ’s
interpretation function is total, but the FMCA formalism considers
also partial interpretations satisfying φ as valid products, i.e. in
which not all variability is resolved (akin subfamilies). This is a key
aspect for efficiently synthesising the orchestration of the entire
service product line. Indeed, such valid products can be organised
as a partial order according to a relation ⪯ by which p1 ⪯ p2 iff
the mandatory (i.e. required, R) and forbidden (F) features of p2 are
included (i.e. set inclusion) in those of p1 , in which case p1 is said
to be a sub-product of p2 while p2 is said to be a super-product of
p1 . The maximal products are those valid products ‘greater’ than all
other products (i.e. for which no super-products exist). For instance,
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there are 4860 interpretations satisfying φ (i.e. products considered
by FMCA), but only 4 are maximal products (Fig. 6, Appendix).
These maximal products only instantiate at most 4 of the Hotel
service product line’s 10 concrete features, which suffice to satisfy φ.
Results from the theory of FMCA state that if the orchestration of
a product p is (1) empty (i.e. no agreement is possible for product p),
then also all its sub-products’ orchestrations are empty; otherwise
(2) if it is non-empty, then the orchestrations of all its sub-products
are refinements (i.e. sub-automata) of the orchestration of p. Thus,
it is possible to synthesise the orchestration of the entire product
line by only considering these 4 maximal products, instead of 4860.
It is easy to see that even for real-world feature models of up to
millions of valid products the gain is considerable, confirming the
scalability of our approach. Moreover, FMCAT quickly detects all
valid products via a top-down visit of its partial order of products
(ignoring products rooted in a non-valid product due to result (1)).

singleRoom□u

q B0

q B3

singleRoom
q E0

sharedRo

The Behaviour

Each FMCA couples a feature model with its behaviour (an automaton). That of BusinessClient, EconomyClient and Hotel is depicted
in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 (cf. Fig. 7, Appendix), respectively. In FMCA, offers are overlined (prefixed by ! in FMCAT), whilst requests are not
(prefixed by ?). Permitted actions label dotted arcs (blue in FMCAT)
and are suffixed by ^, whilst urgent, greedy and lazy actions label
red, orange and green arcs, suffixed by □u , □д and □ℓ , respectively.
We describe the automata. All Hotel actions are permitted. From
its initial state [0], it can offer a single or shared room. For a shared
room, no free cancellation is the only available option, but for a
single room it is also possible to choose free cancellation. The hotel
contracts offer private or shared bathrooms, no matter what room
was selected. In case of cash payments, only receipts are offered,
whereas in case of credit card payments, only invoices are offered.
Upon reaching its final state [3], it can interact with another client.
BusinessClient starts by requiring urgently a single room. This
urgent necessary request must be matched in every possible context
(i.e. the other contracts in the orchestration) to reach an agreement.
This room is requested with no free cancellation and private bathroom options, after which the client offers payment by credit card,
and requests a receipt or an invoice. The invoice request is greedy:
it must be necessarily matched, but it can be delayed as long as the
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Figure 2: Behaviour of FMCA EconomyClient
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Figure 3: Behaviour of FMCA Hotel

P0

2.4
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Figure 1: Behaviour of FMCA BusinessClient

FMCAT imports the model description and the valid products generated by FeatureIDE. To automatically generate the partial order
of valid products, FMCAT exploits the valid products of FeatureIDE
in the following way. Consider, for example, these three products:

Products P0 and P48 only differ with respect to the invoice feature
(mandatory in P0, forbidden in P48). Product P288 can automatically
be inferred by P0 and P48 by removing the feature invoice. Note
that P288 is a super-product of both P0 and P48. FMCAT exploits
this mechanism to generate the entire partial order of products.

q B2

receipt

Partial Order Generation

R:[card]; F:[cash, invoice, receipt, sharedRoom, singleRoom, sharedBathroom
noFreeCancellation, privateBathroom, freeCancellation];
P48 R:[card, invoice]; F:[cash, receipt, sharedRoom, singleRoom, sharedBathroom
noFreeCancellation, privateBathroom, freeCancellation];
P288 R:[card]; F:[cash, receipt, sharedRoom, singleRoom, sharedBathroom, noFreeCancellation, privateBathroom, freeCancellation];

noFreeCancellation^
privateBathroom^

invoice □д

sharedRo

2.3

q B6

context is not ready to match it. The receipt request is permitted,
so it can be discarded in the orchestration if necessary; indeed, it is
still possible to reach a final state by matching the invoice request.
EconomyClient is like BusinessClient, except that its single room
request is lazy and it may request a shared room. A lazy request is
the weakest of the necessary requests: indeed, this requirement can
be deactivated in each possible context, as long as it will be matched
in the orchestration at some point. The shared room request is
permitted, so it can be discarded in the orchestration if necessary.
Afterwards this non-deterministic choice among requesting a single
or shared room, EconomyClient proceeds as BusinessClient, except
for requesting a shared rather than a private bathroom.

2.5

Orchestrations

FMCAT can also compute a composition of the three automata from
Figs. 1–3 to check whether there is an orchestration in agreement
for one of the products of FM. The orchestration of a valid product p
basically is the largest sub-portion of behaviour in agreement such
that it respects p: all mandatory features of p are implemented and
none of its forbidden features. Instead of computing the union of the
orchestrations of all 288 valid products generated by FeatureIDE,
it is possible to compute the orchestration of the entire service
product line by only considering the canonical products.
Canonical products are essentially maximal products with nonempty orchestrations. The Hotel service product line has only
two (Fig. 8, Appendix). The orchestration of composition BusinessClient ⊗ Hotel ⊗ EconomyClient for canonical product P4858 is
depicted in Fig. 4. The one for canonical product P4859 is the same,
but without state ⟨q H 3 , q B8 , q E8 ⟩ and its incident arcs. In these orchestrations, all contract requests are matched by corresponding
offers. The orchestration A of the entire service product line is the
union of the orchestrations of the two canonical products. Indeed,
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Figure 4: Orchestration of composition BusinessClient ⊗ Hotel ⊗ EconomyClient of automata for the canonical product P4858
these two products suffice to characterise the orchestrations of all
products that are either empty or refinements (sub-automata) of A.
Given the product line’s orchestration A, FMCAT can check
all valid products respected by A. In particular, of the 288 valid
products FeatureIDE generated, only these two are respected by A:
P86 R:[card, invoice, singleRoom, sharedBathroom, privateBathroom, noFreeCancellation]; F:[cash, receipt, sharedRoom, freeCancellation];
P94 R:[card, invoice, sharedRoom, singleRoom, sharedBathroom, noFreeCancellation, privateBathroom]; F:[cash, receipt, freeCancellation];

Both are orchestrations already included in A. In particular, the orchestrations of products P86 and P94 are equal to the orchestrations
of canonical products P4859 and P4858, respectively.

2.6

Modelling and Analysis with FMCA

Modelling with FMCA allows to decouple tasks of software engineers from tasks of experts in formal methods. Indeed, the syntactic
description of a service product line by a feature model and its
semantic description by an automaton are two separate concerns.
As a result, a software engineer can focus on designing a feature
model and its valid products, leaving the task of specifying the
semantics to an expert in formal modelling. Afterwards, these two
aspects can be seamlessly integrated into one FMCA, making it possible to detect inconsistencies between the syntactic and semantic
levels of the same formalism. In general, a software designer would
like to minimise the number of valid configurations that do not admit safe behaviour (i.e. empty orchestrations) since valid products
with empty orchestrations are such that the syntactic constraints
provided by the feature model are not fulfilled by their behavioural
description. Checking the orchestration of a service product line
allows to detect products for which no safe behaviour is admitted.
If such undesired products exist, one can amend the feature model
or the behavioural description to obtain non-empty orchestrations.
For example, FM forces an invoice to be emitted in case of cash
payments, and identifies cash and card payments as alternative
features. Thus, in case feature cash is implemented, it requires also
feature invoice to be implemented but not feature card. However,
in the Hotel automaton, an invoice is emitted only for credit card
payments, whereas a mere receipt is provided in case of cash payments. Thus, maximal products P4854 and P4857 are not canonical
(i.e. they have an empty orchestration) because they require feature
cash to be implemented. Conversely, maximal products P4858 and
P4859 are canonical because cash is not implemented, and accordingly their orchestration depicted in Fig. 4 blocks (permitted) cash
payments. It suffices to remove “cash → invoice” from φ or to swap
actions [!receipt] and [!invoice] in the Hotel automaton to remove
such inconsistency. Note that inconsistencies can easily be detected
by inspecting only the 4 maximal products computed by FMCAT,
instead of all 288 valid products generated by FeatureIDE.

3

CONCLUSION

We have described an experience in modelling and analysis with
FMCA by showing how to model and analyse a Hotel service product line with FMCAT. A service product line’s feature model was
integrated with behavioural models of its services via the FMCA
formalism, and safe orchestrations were synthesised in seconds,
both for valid products and for the entire service product line.
FMCAT thus presents a unified SCT approach to syntactic and
semantic variability of service product lines, in the sense that the
resulting synthesised orchestrations respect both a feature model
(and its generated valid products, imported from FeatureIDE) and
the contract-based service product line behaviour (modelled as
automata). Furthermore, the approach is such that it requires only a
small fraction of the total number of products satisfying the feature
model to be able to synthesise the safe orchestration of the service
product line. The only related such integrated approaches that we
are aware of are the CIF 3 toolset [12] and Behavioural Clafer [23].
CIF 3 provides first-class support for modelling a (highly modular) system’s requirements and behaviour, with a formal and compositional underlying semantics based on (hybrid) transition systems,
including timed behaviour, and interfaces to both UPPAAL [13],
which is a well-known tool for the modelling, simulation and verification of real-time systems, and mCRL2 [18], which is an industrial
strength model checker for verifying properties expressed in the
modal µ-calculus with data or its feature-oriented variant of [8, 9].
In [11], it was shown how CIF 3 can synthesise a family model
representing an automaton for each of the valid products of a product line from an (attributed) feature model, behavioural component
models associated with the features and additional behavioural
requirements like state invariants, event orderings and guards on
events (reminiscent of Featured Transition Systems (FTS) [16]). The
resulting family model satisfies all feature-related constraints and
all behavioural requirements. As far as we know, this was the first
application of SCT to product lines. We recently equipped also
FMCA with real-time constraints, to be fulfilled in successful orchestrations, and we are planning to extend FMCAT, like CIF 3, to
deal with such timed contract automata, by reusing libraries from
timed games providing operations on zones [19, 25], to which the
orchestration synthesis for timed contract automata can be reduced.
Behavioural Clafer is an extension of the general-purpose modelling language Clafer [1], providing feature modelling via a specialpurpose constraint language, a light-weight class modelling language with an analyser for product generation, semantic variability
by means of UML state diagrams and FTS-like automata and, finally, behavioural constraints allowing for LTL model checking.
Compared to CIF 3 and to FMCAT, Behavioural Clafer provides
first-class support for architectural modelling but limited support
for behavioural modelling and no support for controller synthesis.

Modelling and Analysis with FMCA
Even though FMCAT was equipped with a user-friendly GUI,
it is a research prototype mainly used by the authors to perform
experiments and further develop the FMCA formalism. We plan
to improve the tool’s documentation, which currently mainly consists of research papers, to promote its usage. Moreover, we would
like to implement the tool as a plugin for Integrated Development
Environments, like Eclipse for FeatureIDE, and to relieve software
developers from the task of specifying the abstract behaviour (i.e.
the automata). Indeed, automata could be automatically inferred
given the corresponding service implementations [24] (e.g. as WSBPEL processes [29]) to be coupled with the corresponding feature
model to analyse the products’ behaviour via the API of FMCAT.
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Figure 5: Feature model FM of Hotel service product line (designed in FeatureIDE)

A

APPENDIX: TOOL SCREENSHOTS

We now provide some screenshots from tools used for this paper,
i.e. FeatureIDE (not developed by us) and FMCAT (available at
https://github.com/davidebasile/FMCAT).
Figure 5 depicts the composite feature model FM of the Hotel
service product line, designed with FeatureIDE, which corresponds
to the formula φ.
Figure 6 depicts the four maximal (i.e. top) products of FM, as
computed by FMCAT, where R and F denote the set of mandatory
(i.e. required) and forbidden features, respectively, of each product.

Figure 7: Behaviour of FMCA Hotel (drawn in FMCAT)

Figure 6: Maximal products of FM (computed by FMCAT)
Figure 7 depicts the behaviour of the FMCA Hotel, as drawn in
FMCAT, which corresponds to Fig. 3.
Figure 8, finally, depicts the two canonical products of FM, as
computed by FMCAT.

Figure 8: Canonical products of FM (computed by FMCAT)

